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Influence of Bearing Defects on Dynamical Behavior
of An Elastic Shaft
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A study of an elastic rotor supported by two defect bearings is presented. The bearing behavior must be considered
non-linear because of the defect effects. The rotor is modelled by typical beam finite element including effects such as
gyroscopic effect. The dynamic behavior is analysed using an unsteady time integration procedure. A modal technique is
used to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. Results show that the bearing defects introduce supplementary critical
speeds. The linear approach is unable to show the supplementary critical speeds which are obtained only by using non linear
analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

he objective of the study presented here is to show
the influence of bearing defects on the dynamical

behavior of an elastic shaft. This defect is a wave of the
rotor surface due to a manufacturing problem. Figure
presents this wave for two kinds of period (2’rr/3 et 2’rr/5).
The amplitude of the defect is about the radius/10000

(R*10-4) (a 2 micrometer wave for a 20 mm radius
shaft).

In hydrodynamic lubrication the film thicknesses can
be very small and the rotor defects can induce important
variation of the pressure field. The study of the defect
bearings has been developed by several authors and the
objectives of these studies were to evaluate the minimum
film thickness. Fantino [1973], Fantino and Fr4ne [1975]
and Berthe et al. [1974] presented studies on the influ-
ence of the shape defects and surface roughness on the
hydrodynamics of lubricated systems. They have espe-
cially shown that the Reynolds equation was not appli-
cable when the defects become important. We have to
use the viscous thin film equation developed by Berthe
and Godet 1971 ].

Another domain of defect bearing study is the defects
due to the elastic deformation of contact surfaces. This
has been developed in the field of connecting rod bearing
of petrol and diesel engines (Labouff and Booker [1985],

Fantino et al. [1979], Desailly et al. [1978], Pierre
Eughne et al. [1983], Goodwin et Holmes [1982]). These
deformations are induced by the large value of load
resulting from the high hydrodynamic pressure due to the
explosion and the connecting rod inertia. This elastohy-
drodynamic problem is a simultaneous approach of
pressure field computation and deformation field calcu-
lation.
We consider in this study the case of constant defects

on the rotor. Similar defects on the stator could have
some influence on the pressure field but this effect is

dynamically less important because it creates no dynami-
cal perturbation. On the other hand defects located on the
rotor, even for a stable speed, can create large orbits and
resonant phenomena due to the shaft flexibility.

THEORY

Bearing Model

Figure 2 presents a bearing where R and R represent the
rotor and stator radius. The reference (Oc,X,Y,Z) is a
fixed reference centered on the stator center Oc. o.1 is the
speed of the shaft, the center of the rotor is represented
by two systems of coordinates, a Cartesian system (x,y)
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FIGURE Bearing defects(shaft defects).

and a polar system (e,q0 with e the distance (Oa,Oc) and
t the angle between X axis and the centers line.
The manufacturing defects on the shaft are then

described by a radial component ra" The radial clearance
in the bearing being very small compared to the radius,

one can develop the two surfaces and assimilate the
stator surface to a plane. A point on the rotor surface has
the following velocity:

U maR et 7 e cos(0) t- etMin(0) + 8ra
Oh

+ Ram ox

With this hypothesis the thin film equation is the follow-
ing:

0- -P---O-Tx + 77 =6tO--6m
+ 12(e cos(0) + eq)sin(0)

P is the pressure field, a is the fluid viscosity, H is the
film thickness, C is the radial clearance, 0 the angular
parameter having its origin on the centers line and H
h + ra with h C + e cos(0).

This equation can be solved by finite differences with
the Reynolds boundary conditions. However, the non
linear analysis of the shaft implies heavy numerical
calculation and one has opted to deal with the case of the
short bearing. This assumption allows to simplify the
differential equation: the circumferential flow is ne-

glected, this is true when the length of the bearing
remains small compared to the wave of the defect.
Then the pressure field can be obtained as follow:

Rc

FIGURE 2 Bearing scheme.

p(0,z)
ara)

q) e sin 0 + COS 0
(h

OJ 0ra Z2
2C 80 4

The force components are obtained by integration of the
pressure field with the following boundary conditions:

* Feed pressure on both sides of the bearing (atmo-
spheric pressure)

* Gumbel assumption (r film) i.e. negative pressure are
set to zero

Figures 3-a and 3-b show pressure fields obtained with a
five defects shaft in comparison with a perfect shaft. The
defect influence is very sensible.

On Figure 3-a three pressure peaks appear, the maxi-
mum pressure is smaller than for a perfect shaft.
Figure 3-b is obtained with exactly the same param-
eter, only the defect is displaced of a 10 value. The
consequence is an increase of the maximum pressure.
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FIGURE 3-A Pressure field with and without defects (for a first
angular position of the shaft).

Shaft Model

bearing is first modelled by a linear stiffness and then the
fundamental principle of mechanics on the rotor could be
written:

[M] {} + ([Kr] -k- [Kbearing]){a} 0

The solution has the following form: o}er’ and
the first 6 modes are calculated. Lacroix [1988] has
shown that 6 modes are enough to obtain the acceptable
precision. A change of variable is done in the following
form: [b] q with + the matrix obtained with
modal vectors. {qi} and {q} is the modal vector of
displacement.
A new system is written where the bearing effect

appears in the modal stiffness matrix.

The rotor is modelled with typical beam finite elements
including gyroscopic effects (Bonneau [1989. The dif-
ferential system, with the node displacement vector
is the following: with:

[m]{q} + [c] {q + [k’] {q} {f}

[M] {’} + [C] {} + [K] {8} {F,nb} + {Fn,} + {Fur}

Where"
[M]" mass matrix.

[C]" damping and gyroscopic matrix

[K]’ stiffness matrix.

{F,,,b}: Unbalance forces.

{F,,I}: Non linear bearing forces.

{Fgr}: Gravity forces.

This system has 4(n + 1) degrees of freedom (n is the
number of nodes). The iterative non linear computation
will be very expensive in computer time. To reduce
degrees of freedom a modal approach is used. The

[m] [@]t[M][@]

[c]

[k’]

{f} [tp]t{F}

To do a non linear calculus the linear bearing effect

[Kbearing must be substracted from modal stiffness [k’]
and must be introduced as non linear effect

Then

[m]{q} + [c] {q + [k] {q} {f} + {Fnl}

Pressure (bars=0.1 MPa)
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with

[k] [k’] [k’] [q/]’[kbearing]{l/}

Remark: The value of [Kbearing is delicate to select.
Kassai [12] has shown that it was necessary to take an
intermediate value of bearing stiffness (for computing the
modal basis). The reason is to obtain a modal basis that
allows to have displacement in the bearing nodes.

Non Linear Simulation

FIGURE 3-B Pressure field with and without defects (for another
angular position of the shaft).

The simulation of the non linear dynamical behavior of
the flexible rotor is a step by step approach done in the
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modal basis. The flow diagram is as follows"

a) Beginning with initial values of modal positions and
velocities

b) Calculus of external modal forces (unbalance,
weight

c) Calculus of real displacements and velocities in
bearings (by modal basis change)

d) Non linear bearings forces calculus (in the real basis)
e) Computation of all forces in the modal basis (by

modal basis change)
f) Modal accelerations computation
g) Time integration (by variable step Euler method)
h) Shaft speed is incremented
i) The process begins in b)

Remark: This numerical scheme has been validated by
comparison to an experimental work [(Bonneau [1989],
Kassai [1989] and Bonneau et al. [1989]); it was a study
of an elastic rotor mounted in a non linear squeeze film
damper.
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FIGURE 5 Non linear shaft behavior (without defect on the shaft).

unbalance are plotted. All the amplitudes presented in
this work are non dimensional (amplitude/radial clear-
ance ratio). Two critical speeds appear at 2990 Rpm and
5450 Rpm.

RESULTS

To illustrate this work a very simple model of shaft
which is symmetrical and mounted in two identical
bearings has been chosen. It is presented on Figure 4.

The data of the bearing are the following:
The length L 0.01 m the radius R 0.02 m the

radial clearance C 0.04 10-3; the viscosity p 0.01
Pa.s, the static load is 300 N which is applied on the
middle of the rotor (point 2), the velocity varies from
1000 rpm to 6000 rpm in 15 s.

Shaft Behavior

The first calculation concerns the non linear behavior of
the shaft without any defects in the bearing. Figure 5
presents the non linear unbalance response of the shaft.
The amplitudes in the x and y directions for the middle
of the shaft (point B on Figure 4) and in the bearing
(point A or A’ on Figure 4) for a 0.15 10-3 kg.m

1.2m

(
0.4 X

0.4 X
0.4 m

Point A’oint A ,j,,
Point B

0.08 n" 0.16 m

Defects Influence

Two sorts of defects influence will be studied now,a
bearing with 2 defects and one with 3 defects. The defect
amplitude is about 10% of the radial clearance.

Figure 6-a presents the trajectories of point (in the
bearing) and Figure 6-b trajectories of point 2 (middle of
the rotor). These results are obtained with two defects
bearing.

2000 Rpm0.50- v/c

0.40

0.30

0.20

!!!!
4000 Rpm

’-- 3000 Rpm

1200 Rpm

1000 Rpm

’\ 800 Rpm

O.lO x/c

-0.90 -0.80 -0.70 -0.60 -0.50

FIGURE 4 geometrical data of the shaft. FIGURE 6-A Trajectory of the shaft in the bearing (point A).
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FIGURE 6-B Trajectory of the middle of the rotor (point B).
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FIGURE 8-B Amplitudes of the shaft for a two defects bearing and a

small unbalance.

Trajectories are very original, they are addition of an
unbalance effect and of the effect of the bearing defects.

Figure 7 presents the trajectory obtained at 4000 Rpm
in the bearing, there is a precession with two loops
during one revolution of the shaft (a 2 4000 8000
Rpm frequency appears).
Now some results obtained for a variable speed from

1000 Rpm to 6000 Rpm with two kinds of unbalance
forces: a small one (0.1 10 -4 kg.m) and a large one (0.15
10- kg.m).

Figures 8-a and 8-b present the amplitudes dx and dy
(introduced on Figure 7) for the two sorts of bearings and

for the small unbalance (the effect of unbalance are small
compared to the effect of defects). New critical speeds
clearly appear equal to the shaft critical speed (figure 5)
divided by the number of defects (1570 Rpm and 2890
Rpm for the two defects; 1150 Rpm and 1990 Rpm for
the three defects). The rotor critical speed is not excited
because of the small unbalance value.

Figures 8c and 8d show the results obtained with an
important unbalance, the shaft synchronous critical
speeds appear (3000 Rpm and 5400 Rpm).

It is interesting to notice that, in the case of the two

defects bearing (Figure 8-c) two critical speeds are

0.46
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0.42

Y/C

dx=Xmax Xmin

dy=Ymax Ymin
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0.40
X/C

0.00

-0.60 -0.58 -0.56 -0.54 0.00

FIGURE 7 trajectory of a bearing with two defects and small
unbalance (4000 rpm).
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FIGURE 8-B Amplitudes of the shaft for a three defects bearing and
a small unbalance.
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FIGURE 8-C Amplitudes of the shaft for a two defects bearing and a

high unbalance.

superposed (the synchronous speed 3000 Rpm excited by
the unbalance and the 5400 rpm speed divided by 2
2700 Rpm).

For the three defects bearing (Figure 8-d) this super-
position does not exist, there are four distinct frequencies.

CONCLUSION

The work presented here shows the important dynamical
effect of some periodic defects in a bearing. It has been
demonstrated that these defects can excite the critical
speeds even if there are no unbalance forces. This effect
is more important if the static load is important. The non
linear analysis of the shaft is absolutely indispensable: a
linear model cannot take into account the dynamical

0.20

0.10

2000 rpm

1150 rpm 3000 rpm

/’/ ’. Amplitude in the bearing/x and/y
ofthe shaft

1070 rpm" :,:,.i.,.,’:" ,.,’
5460 rpm

0.00 2000.00 4000.00 6000.00

FIGURE 8-D Amplitudes of the shaft for a three defects bearing and
a high unbalance.

effects of this defect. The elastic model of the shaft is
here very useful to show different critical speeds. The
trajectories obtained with our new model are original:
they change with the rotational speed, there is superpo-
sition of two phenomena unbalance effect and bearings’
defects.

Nomenclature

C Radial clearance (m)
e distance (Oa, Oc) (m)

H Film Thickness (m) H h + ra
h Theoritical film thickness (m) h C + e cos

(0)

L Bearing length (m)
n The number of nodes

Oc.. the stator center

(Oc,X,Y,Z) a fix reference

P Pressure field (Pa)
R Shaft radius (m)
R Stator radius (m)

U2 and V speed components of the rotor in a local refer-
ence (m/s).

(x,y) Cartesian coordinates (m)

ra manufacturing defects on the shaft (m)

Node displacment (m)

lPa the speed of the shaft (rd/s)

(e,qO Polar coordinates

q angle between X axe and the center line

Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
0 The angular parameter being its origin one the

center line.

[C] damping and gyroscopic matrix (N.s/m)

[K] stiffness matrix. (N/m)

[K,.] rotor flexion stiffness matrix. (N/m)

[Kbe.aring Bearing stiffness (N/m)

[M] mass matrix. (kg)

{F b} Unbalance forces. (N)

{F,,I} Non linear bearing forces. (N)

{F,vr} Gravity forces. (N)

[q] The modal matrix

{4,} Modal vector
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